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Giving and Receiving Feedback in Real Life 
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Examples of one-shot feedback giving  
and receiving interaction: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One-shot interaction. One-shot relationshipLong term relationship with one-shot interaction.



Feedback Giving Game 
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Answer 10 Math 
questions, each 
correct answer 
earns $1. 

“You have 
answered [X] 

questions 
correctly.” 

Paid based on the 
client’s happiness. 
Each point on the 
happiness scale 
earns 50 cents. 

Am I happy 
about it? 

[0 = not at all;  
10 = very happy] 

(The client knows it.) 



Economics versus Psychology 
• Economics 

– Signaling game  
• The agent receives private information 
• The agent sends a message to the client 
• The client responds by sending an action that determines the  agent’s 

payoff 

– Equilibrium analysis without common beliefs 

• Psychology 
– Monetize emotions to give them economic significance 
– Document empirical regularities for formal economic 

theorizing  



Literature Review in Psychology 

• Mixed findings, focus mainly on the client’s side 
 

• Flattery enhances judgment of the flatterer (Gordon 1996) 
 

• Flattery triggers negative attributions  
– “the salesclerk was nice because she was working on commission” (e.g., 

Main et al. 2007) 
 

• Flattery hurts explicit attitude but enhances implicit attitude  
(Chan and Sengupta 2010) 
– Hurts immediate judgment but improves delayed judgment 
– Helps when the target is under time pressure  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flattery / Ingratiation: defined as a class of strategic behaviors illicitly designed to influence aother person concerning the attractiveness of one’s personal qualitiesHere we don’t call the agent the “flatterer” because we do not force our subjects to flatter the clients. Gordon 1996 – review paper that shows a generally positive effect for ingratiation (i.e., flatterers are being liked more.) What else are examined in this paper: Specific ingratiation tactic used (opinion conformity, other enhancement, rendering favors – other enhancement works well, opinion conformity does not enhance judgment that much, probably because it is just considered as a social norm, rendering favors is the worst because it produces reactance), the direction of the influence attempt (upward, downward, or lateral), gender of the perceiver, and the setting in which the data were collected (experimental or correlational). Main et al. 2007 – Kelley Main, Darren Dahl, Peter Darke, JCPStudies: Each student subject was given an envelop that included an instruction to go down to a store (operated by the experimenter in a Student Union Building) and identify a product. E.g., sunglasses. MANIPULATIONS: The salesclerk was a confederate, who executed three types of flatter – no flattery, flatter before purchase, flattery after purchase (flattery = “That’s a great pair of sunglasses. I think they look good on you. They really suit you.” DVs = salesclerk’s trust-worthiness, attitbutional thoughts (subjects wrote about their thoughts and the thoughts were coded by two Ras.)FINDINGS: flattery before AND after purchase both hurt the salesclerk’s truth-worthiness. But in another study that asked Subjects to read a scenario describing the same kind of interaction, they found negative effect in the “flattery before purchase” condition but not in the “flattery after purchase” condition. In another study: imposed cognitive load and found more negative attributional thoughts (e.g. “she was nice because she was working on commission.”) when there was no cognitive load. Findings on judgment of sales truth-worthiness varied across studies. (sometimes reach statistical significant, sometimes not).Chan and Senupta 2010, JCRSuggests that  flattery by marketing agents that is accompanied by an obvious ulterior motive leads targets to Form an initial favorable reaction (implicit attitude) Consciously discount the compliment (which leads to less positive explicit attitude)The study: Day 1: read a scenario which shows a leaflet, “Don’t Miss the Grand Opening of PerfectStore!” with some information about the store itself (“Our store will feature a wide array of clothing brands, including several famous American, European and Japanese designer labels.”) Second paragraph shows, “We are contact you directly because we know that you are a fashionable and stylish person. Your dress sense is not only classy but also chic. As someone who exceptional taste in clothes, you will enjoy the designs featured in our new collect…” MANIPULATION: Impose time pressure for attitude reporting versus no time pressure: Answer attitude questions within 5 seconds (implicit attitude) or take as much time as they wanted (explicit attitude). DVs: attitude (dislike the store – like the store); truthworthy, credible, sincere. DV measured after 3 days: Behavioral Intention questions (how likely they would join the loyalty club of the store).Findings: 1. more favorable attitudes reported when subjects answered the attitude questions within 5 seconds; 2. Behavioral intentions measured after 3 days are more correlated with implicit attitudes (those answered within 5 seconds) (r = .75) than with explicit attitudes (r = .14). Later Studies: Instead of asking subjects indicate intention to join the loyalty club of the store, they ask the subjects to choose between two options of store vouchers (HK$50), one of which is the “flatterer store”. 



Our research 
• Simultaneously examine the 

agent’s decision and the 
client’s response 

• Does the agent inflate 
feedback, if yes, does it work, 
and why? 

Contribution of our Research 
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Past research's approach:  
• No real agent 
• Pre-set levels of ingratiation 

(Variables of theoretical 
interest are manipulated) 

“…you are a fashionable and 
stylish person. Your dress sense 
is classy and chic….” 
 
“I’m sure that she will take her 
responsibility very seriously and 
that she’ll do an excellent job…” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First quote: from Chan and SenguptaSecond quote: from Vonk (2002, JPSP, Self-serving interpretations of flatter: why ingratiation works). Studied ingratiation in social interaction. Subjects perform a personality test, result sent to a paired member (no real paired member. Just the experimenter). Subjects read a paragraph that is ostensibly written by the paired member that expresses the paired member’s impression of the subject. 



Study 1: Procedure 
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AGENT CLIENT 

How is the Agent paid? 
• Based on Client’s happiness; each scale point = 50¢ -- “Proportional” Condition 
• $3 for truthful reporting, $0 for untruthful reporting -- “Truth-telling” Condition 

Stage 2. Feedback Communication 
A receives C’s performance  
(actual no. of correct answers) 

Stage 1. Math Quiz 
C answers 10 SAT questions in 15 minutes 
Each correct answer earns C $1.  

A sends feedback to C 
(“You have correctly answered [ ] questions.”) 

Stage 3. Emotional Reaction 
C indicates happiness (0 - 10) 

Experiment Ends 
C finds out her performance. Both get paid. 



Study 1 - Findings 
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Actual Quiz 
Score 

Feedback 
Inflation 

Feedback 
Value 

Client’s 
Happiness 

Proportional  condition 
($0.5 per happiness point) 

5.25 1.72 6.97 6.25 

Truth-telling condition 
($3 if feedback is truthful) 

4.88 0 4.88 4.18 

Difference n.s. 2.09  
(p<.01) 

2.07  
(p<.01) 

Does the agent inflate feedback? If yes, does it work? 
Truth-telling condition (n=40):  
100% truthfully reported 

Proportional condition (n=64):  
60% inflated feedback,  
40% truthfully reported 

– The agent inflates feedback.  
– The client is happier and the agent earns 33% more money. 

 



Study 2: Validating Happiness Measure 
• Does tying the Agent’s payoff to the Client’s happiness rating 

change the way the client reports her happiness? 
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Proportional Condition 

Client indicates happiness [1-10], each point earns the agent 50¢  

Truth-telling Condition 

Agent is paid $3 for truthful reporting 

Decoupled Condition 

Client indicates happiness [1-10] 

Client determines agent’s payoff [1-10], each point earns the agent 50¢  

Provides an unbiased measure  
of happiness 



Study 2: Validating Happiness Measure 
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Conditions Actual 
Quiz 

Score 

Agent’s 
Feedback 

Client’s 
Happiness 

Client’s 
decision of 

Agent’s payoff 

Truth-telling 
($3 if truthful) 

5.23 
 

5.27 4.63 -- 

Proportional  
(50¢ / happy 
point) 

4.84 6.00 6.14 -- 

Decoupled 5.15 
 

6.35 6.35 7.73 



Explanations for the Basic Findings 
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Opportunism-Overconfidence Hypothesis 

Agent inflates feedback because 
he wants to make more money 

The agent inflates feedback 
(and earns more).  

The client reports being 
happier. 

 Client is truly happier because  
she truly believes in the feedback 

Client is not truly happier, but reports 
being happier to make the agent 
more money  

 

Alternative Explanation: Altruism Hypothesis 

Agent sugarcoats to make the client 
happier (but not to make more money)  
•   as a “White lie” (Erat and Gneezy 2012) 
•   evidence of costly altruistic behavior 
    from dictator games 

Agent is paid $3 for any feedback Agent is paid based on client’s happiness,  
but only if the feedback is truthful 

Two New Conditions for the Next Study: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People over-learn and inflate feedback automatically (especially when the performance is bad). – ruled out in study 1.Agent side’s altruism –> study 1: removes linkage between client’s happiness and his payoff. Client side’s altruism  study 1: even if agent does not sugarcoat, the client will report being happier as long as she can make the agent more money by doing so. 



Study 3: Testing the Altruism Hypothesis 

Proportional Condition 
Agent paid based on Client’s Happiness 

$0.5 / happiness scale point 

Flat-rate Condition 
Agent paid $3 for ANY feedback 

{ accurate, inflated, deflated } 

Testing Agent’s  
Altruistic Motive 

Truth-proportional Condition 
Agent is paid based on Client’s happiness, 

but only if the feedback is truthful 

Testing Client’s  
Altruistic Motive 
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Study 3: Findings 
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Actual Quiz 
Score 

Feedback 
Inflation 

Feedback 
Value 

Client’s 
reported 

Happiness 
Proportional 
($0.5 / point) 

4.92 1.55 6.47 6.33 

Flat-rate 
($3, any feedback) 

4.75 0.08 4.83 4.37 

Truth-proportional 
($0.5 / point only if 
feedback is 
truthful) 

4.93 0 4.93 4.91 

Proportional (n=64): 48% inflated, 52% truthfully reported 
 

Flat-rate (n=24): 83.3 truthfully reported; 8.3% inflated; 8.3% deflated,  
 

Truth-proportional (n=56): 100% truthfully reported 



Study 4: Conditional Altruism 
• Client wants to benefit the agent only when she is 

ahead of the agent in cash earnings 
– Client’s altruism is conditional on the premise that she 

makes more money than the agent 

• Study 4:  
– Manipulate relative positions in earnings 
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Client earns $1  
per correct answer  

Agent earns 50¢  
per happiness point 

Proportional condition 
Agent earns $1  
per happiness point 

Client earns 50¢  
per correct answer  

Swap Payoff condition 

Actual Quiz 
Score 

 

Agent’s 
Feedback 

Client’s 
Happiness 

4.33 
 

6.02 
 

7.08 
 

5.05 
 

6.27 
 

6.43 
 



The Opportunism-Overconfidence Hypothesis 
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Opportunism-Overconfidence Hypothesis 
Agent inflates feedback 
because he wants to make 
more money 

The agent inflates feedback 
(and earns more).  

The client reports being 
happier. 

 Client is truly happier  
• Why does she believe in the 

feedback? 
 • Client is over-confident. 
Feedback inflation matches with 
client’s own forecast – Study 5 

 

• Opportunistic agent inflates 
feedback only if he can benefit 
by doing so – Study 6 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People over-learn and inflate feedback automatically (especially when the performance is bad). – ruled out in study 1.Agent side’s altruism –> study 1: removes linkage between client’s happiness and his payoff. Client side’s altruism  study 1: even if agent does not sugarcoat, the client will report being happier as long as she can make the agent more money by doing so. 



Study 5: Findings 
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Actual 
Quiz 

Score 

Client’s 
Own 

Prediction 

Agent’s 
Feedback 

Client’s 
reported 

Happiness 

Agent’s 
Payoff 

Proportional 4.93 6.23* 6.08* 6.28 $3.14 

Truth-telling 5.07 -- 5.07 4.25 $3.00 

Proportional condition (n=64): 40% inflated  
Truth-telling condition (n=32): 0% inflated 

Regression: Feedback = 0.919 * Performance Prediction, R2 = .89 

*Not statistically different, both at the individual level and group level 



Study 6: Validation Study 

• Opportunistic agent inflates 
feedback only if he can 
benefit by doing so  

 
• Design: 

– Proportional condition: 
• agent paid based on 

ex-post happiness 
– Truth-telling condition 
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AGENT CLIENT 

Finds out actual 
performance 



Study 6: Findings 

More on feedback deflation: 

 Deflation does not change ex-post happiness 
Deflation: beta =0.31, p = .30 

Actual Math quiz performance: beta = .56, p < .01 
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Quiz 
Score 

Agent’s 
Feedback 

Client’s  Happiness 
(intermediate) 

Client’s Happiness 
(Ex-post) 

Proportional 5.66 5.39 5.09 5.73 

Truth-telling 5.03 5.03 4.34 4.22 

Proportional condition (n=64): 
67.2% truthfully reported 
9.4% inflated 
23.4% deflated 

Truth-telling condition (n=32): 
100% honestly reported 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All n.s.



Findings: Study 1 – Study 6 
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AGENT CLIENT 

Inflates feedback because 
he believes that he can 
benefit from doing so. 

Would the agent inflate feedback when: 
1. the feedback is consequential? 
2. the truth is not “stretchable”? (“Honest” people lie by stretching the truth; 

Mazar et al. 2008; Schweitzer and Hsee 2002) 

Can make more money 
from happier client 

Feedback inflation 
matches with her 
expectation. 
 
Truly happier as a 
result of receiving the 
inflated feedback. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mazar et al. 2008 – The Dishonesty of Honest People: A Theory of Self-Concept MaintenanceTask: subjects are given 20 matrices, each with 12 three-digit numbers. They have to find two numbers per matrix that add up to 10. Subjects determine task performance by themselves and report their own performance. Subjects were “promised that two randomly selected subjects will earn $10 for each correctly solved matrix”. Actual performance = 3.1, Reported: 4.2. Similar key findings across studies. Variations across studies: make attention to standards for honesty more salient by asking people to write down the Ten Commandments, or ask subjects to commit to honesty by signing an agreement. People lie less (or don’t lie) in these “honest-prime” conditions. Maurice Schweitze and Chris Ksee (2002), Stretching the Truth: Elastic Justiﬁcation and Motivated Communication of Uncertain Information; Journal of Risk and Uncertaintyscenario based studies. Subjects: BBA / MBA studentsSTUDY 1: manipulated range of possible outcomes and measured the extent of misreporting. The questionnaire asked participants to assume the role of a prospective seller of a used car. The car’s odometer had been disconnected, and the actual odometer reading was “unrealistically” low. Participants were told that “there is no way for the buyer to ﬁnd out the car’s actual mileage,” and that “buyers would believe you if you said the actual mileage was 60,000.” In the low-elasticity condition respondents were told that their personal estimate of the number of miles the car had been driven was between 74,000 and 76,000.  (60,000-90,000 for the high-elasticity condition).  Subjects also rated how justiﬁable and how honest it would be if “a seller in this case put down that the car had been driven 60,000 miles.”Lower average mileage claimed in the high-elasticity condition (68,354) than in the low-elasticity condition was (70,764), p <0.05. Similar tasks for the other studies. In two studies, low-elasticity means more specific price information. E.g., Subjects assume the role of sales manager who sells disk drive, in a position to give discount to a customer who wants to buy 1000 disk drives. The sales manager has promised to give this customer the same discount as the one he gave to his last customer who bought 1000 disk drives. In the low-elasticity condition, discount given to the past customer was “$120 per disk drive,” while in the high-elasticity condition, the discount was described as “$140 per disk drive, with a $20 automatic cash rebate.” FINDING: The price being told to the customer was higher in the high-elasticity condition. 



Study 7: Feedback Giving when the Truth is not 
“Stretchable” 

• Agent learns about Client’s performance as  
“bad” (0-5 correct) or “good” (6-10 correct) 

• Agent gives feedback as “Good” or “Bad” 
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Feedback: Bad Feedback: Good 
Actual: Bad 23 0 
Actual: Good 0 33 

Feedback: Bad Feedback: Good 
Actual: Bad 17 18 
Actual: Good 2 23 

Truth-Telling 
Condition 

Proportional 
Condition 



Study 8: Giving Consequential Feedback 
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Stage 2. Feedback Communication 
A gives C feedback about her Quiz 1 
performance 

Stage 1. Math Quiz 1 (UNPAID) 
C answers 10 SAT questions in 15 minutes 
No monetary consequence 

Stage 3. Emotional Reaction 
C indicates happiness (0 - 10) 

Stage 4. Math Quiz 2 (PAID) 
C answers 10 SAT questions in 15 minutes  
C chooses two payment schemes: 
- Performance-based $1 for each correct answer 
- $5 fixed fee  

AGENT CLIENT 
Q 1 

Q 2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Payment scheme chosen	per question		fixed feeFeedback0-5	9		8	Feedback6-10	16		7



Study 8: Findings 
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Stage 2. Feedback Communication 
Average feedback value = 6.69* 

Stage 1. Math Quiz 1 (UNPAID) 
Average no. of correct ans. = 5.51* 

Stage 3. Emotional Reaction 
Happiness = 6.64 

Stage 4. Math Quiz 2 (PAID) 

AGENT CLIENT 
Q 1 

Q 2 

*p <.01 

n = 80 

Choice of performance-based scheme 
increases with feedback favourability 
beta = .31, p < .01 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Payment scheme chosen	per question		fixed feeFeedback0-5	9		8	Feedback6-10	16		7



Extensions 

• When there are more than one agent 
– Degree of overlap of information 
– Sequential versus simultaneous 

• Feedback strategy space 
– Continuous versus categorical 

• Degree of information 
– Complete versus incomplete 
– Granularity of information 

• Equilibrium analysis of feedback giving game without 
common belief 

• Effect of physical appearance 
– Client’s physical appearance 
– Agent’s physical appearance 
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